Each gin served
in their own
unique way,
with fresh fruit
& herbs.
Ask our members
of staff for the
perfect pairings!
All gin prices shown here
are of a 25ml measure,
including garnish.
Range of Premium
Fever-Tree mixers
available which are an
additional £2.

DOUBLE UP FOR £1.50 DURING HAPPY HOUR
ON ALL SPIRITS & GIN
5PM TO 7PM EVERY DAY

PINK GIN
BLOOM JASMINE & ROSE £4
A floral pink coloured gin with flavours of jasmine and rose.
FRESHA’S STRAWBERRY £4.50

Sweet and refreshing strawberry flavoured gin from Spain.

GORDONS PINK GIN £3.50

The world’s best-selling London dry gin, with sweet flavours
of red currant and raspberry.

CLASSICS
ABER FALLS WELSH DRY £4
Slightly spicy and sweet Welsh dry style gin. Fresh citrus notes
that are met with the dryness of the juniper berry.
BRECON BOTANICAL £3.50
Rich juniper flavour with hints oriental spices make this
premium welsh gin full of flavour. Fresh spring water
from the Brecon Beacons leaves a crisp finish.
ECCENTRIC CARDIFF DRY £3.50

Distilled in South Wales, rich herbal notes of Rosemary,
Fennel and Liquorice are balanced with citrus based
botanicals to create a London style dry gin.

ELEPHANT GIN £4.50

African inspired gin that conforms to the London Dry style,
subtle juniper aromas and mountain pine are matched with a
complex fruity taste and spicy flavours. Elephant gin donates
15% of each bottle’s profit towards African Elephant
conservation charities.

GIN MARE £4.50
Spanish botanicals such as Rosemary, Thyme and the Arbequina
olive gives this gin a very Mediterranean feel. Fresh citrus and
herbal notes create a very smooth and delicious gin.
MARTIN MILLERS £3.50

A clean, soft finish to a gin that travels. Not a strong juniper
hit with this one, but it is definitely there. Warm cassia note
on the finish with a slight dryness. Icelandic spring water gives
this gin a unique clean, smooth and fresh taste.

NORDES £4.75

Made in Galicia Spain. This gin boasts elegant and modern
flavours inspired by the Spanish region that it came from.
Aside from the juniper, the Albarino grape is one of 12 other
botanicals that give Nordes such a clean and crisp flavour.

OPHIR £3.50

Oriental spiced gin with notes of cumin and cardamom.
The taste of oriental spices gives a warm mouthfeel with
cracked black pepper accompanying the finish.

PLYMOUTH £3.50
Rich fresh aroma of juniper with coriander and cardamom.
A slight sweetness on the palate with an elegant and long finish.
PORTOBELLO ROAD £3.50

Award winning gin with juniper and lavender aromas.
The taste is slightly spicy with a hint of warm nutmeg
and cinnamon flavours.

ROKU £4.50
Slightly spicy gin with over six Japanese botanicals that
represent the four seasons, this includes Sakura leaf for spring,
Sencha tea and Gyokuro tea for summer, Sansho pepper for
autumn and Yuzu peel for winter. Also subtle hints of dry
juniper, coriander and lemon peel.
SILENT POOL £4.50

Juniper driven spirit created using 24 carefully selected
botanicals and the cool, clear spring water from the Silent
Pool itself. Local honey, lavender and chamomile combine
with fresh citrus notes to create this well-balanced gin.

SIPSMITH £3.50

A classic London dry gin with aromas of summery floral notes.
Dry juniper leads to sweet citrus notes of lemon tart and
marmalade, which perfectly blends together with a spicy finish.

SIPSMITH VJOP £4.75

Very Juniper Over-proof gin, as the gin suggests,
has amplified amounts of juniper at the front,
complimented nicely by citrus and vanilla pod.

STAR OF BOMBAY £4.75
With an additional two botanicals and an increased abv to its
predecessor, Star of Bombay is rich with juniper, angelica and
coriander flavours with a long floral finish.
TANQUERAY £3.50

Smooth, dry, well balanced gin which is juniper forward.
There is a lack of citrus in this gin which makes it an ideal
pairing with Fever-Tree Indian tonic, and a slice of lime.

DOUBLE UP FOR £1.50 DURING HAPPY HOUR
ON ALL SPIRITS & GIN
5PM TO 7PM EVERY DAY

FLAVOURED GINS
BOE VIOLET GIN £4
Strong flavours of violet make this gin a delicious companion
with lemonade or Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic.
BROCKMANS £4.50

Sweeter style gin with autumnal berry flavours such as
blueberries and blackberries. Smooth unique and tastes
like no other.

CHASE PINK GRAPEFRUIT £4.75
AND POMELO

Strong pink grapefruit flavour which compliments the juniper.
Zesty, fruity gin with a rounded flavour.

CHASE SEVILLE ORANGE £4.75
Sweet orange flavour prominent which, with the juniper,
gives a crisp, zingy finish.
DA MHILE SEAWEED £4.50

Fresh seaweed handpicked from the Celtic coasts is infused
with hand selected botanicals to make a fresh, coastal flavoured
gin. Designed to pair with seafood dishes, the seaweed gives
this gin a very light green hue colour.

EDINBURGH ELDERFLOWER LIQUEUR £3.50

Sweet flavours of elderflower where the juniper takes a
backseat in the flavour profile.

HOXTON £4.50
Sweet and fruity gin with heavy notes of coconut and
grapefruit. Juniper, iris and tarragon are very subtle in this gin.
MALFY £3.50

From the outskirts of Turin, Italy, this gin is heavily citrus
forward and leaves the juniper in the background. Lemon
Sherbet flavours which are complimented by notes of juniper
and coriander.

WHITLEY NEILL BLOOD ORANGE £3.50

Sweet bursts of Sicilian blood orange with bright zesty aromas.
Pairs well with lemonade or Fever-Tree Mediterranean Tonic.

WHITLEY NEILL RASPBERRY £4

Raspberry flavoured gin which balances nicely with the citrus
and spicy notes.

WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB & GINGER £4
The tart flavours of the rhubarb compliment the smooth
juniper base. The spice from the ginger isn’t too overpowering
on the finish and is well balanced.

CITRUS
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE £3.50
Classic London Dry style gin with subtle Juniper at the
front and a well-balanced citrus kick to accompany.
BROOKLYN £3.50
Award winning American gin made with citrus peel and
hand-picked cracked Juniper. Citrus forward gin with a
smooth finish.
CYGNET £4.50

Hand crafted Welsh gin with a range of botanicals that
give a smooth citrus mouth feel.

KI NO BI £4.75
Japanese botanicals such as Yuzu and Sansho Berries
give a zesty citrus burst followed by a warm spice.
SALCOMBE ‘START POINT’ GIN £4.75

Fresh floral notes but with a citrus forward palette harmonise
together with hints of earthy juniper, combined with a warm
spicy feel with the English coriander seed.

TANQUERAY NO. 10 £4

Smooth and fresh tasting gin with Florida grapefruits used as a
whole botanical in its production. Handcrafted, small batch gin
with a very smooth citrus finish.

TINY REBEL CWTCH £4.50

A refreshing welsh gin with hints of fresh lemon peel to give it
that zingy flavour. Pairs beautifully with Fever-Tree light.

TINY REBEL DUTTY £4.50

A citrus forward Welsh gin jam packed with flavour. Citra and
Mosaic hops compliment the fresh citrus botanicals, giving this
gin a nice dry finish.

DOUBLE UP FOR £1.50 DURING HAPPY HOUR
ON ALL SPIRITS & GIN
5PM TO 7PM EVERY DAY

FLORAL GINS
BLOOM £3.50
Light Juniper flavours with a subtle floral balance.
Honeysuckle, Pomelo and Chamomile provide a smooth
taste and make a great spring/summertime feel.
DA MHILE BOTANICAL £4.50

Made with 18 botanicals, this Welsh gin is floral in style with
a subtle hint of juniper, fresh dandelion and peppery cloves.

HENDRICKS £4.50

Distilled gin in style, this small batched gin is predominately
floral on the nose and palate with essence of rose and
cucumber.

MONKEY 47 £4.75

Complex gin containing 47 different botanicals ranging from
sweet liquorice and lingonberries to woody pine and lavender.
Very floral overall.

SLOE
CHASE SLOE MULBERRY £4

Sloe berries and mulberries are gently infused with Chase GB
gin and then aged in red wine casks. Rich berry sweetness
meets fresh tartness.

DOUBLE UP
FOR £1.50
DURING
HAPPY HOUR!

Unsure on which gin to choose?

Ask our members of staff for
recommendations or our gin of the month!

